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Global growth is expected to slow as

the long post-final crisis economic

expansion nears its final stage.

Major Investment Themes for 2019

Global monetary policy has taken on a

dovish tilt, with central banks showing

more willingness to step in to sustain the

economic expansion.

Appropriate margins of safety need to be factored

into investment decisions as we enter the later

stages of an economic expansion. Balancing risk-

reward outcomes remains important as signs of a

more pronounced growth slowdown or new trade

disputes could create uncertainty.
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2019 YTD: A Strong First Half 

▪ While volatility picked up modestly in the second quarter of the year, both bonds and stocks across the globe continued to rise.

▪ Developed markets up 15.23% and Emerging markets up 9.94% year-to-date.

2019 Year-to-date Equity Market Performances



The recent bond rally has led to 23.6% of global debt issuance trading at negative yields. This is just below the 25% level that we saw in 2016 when the U.S. 10-year yield hit

lows of 1.36%. As the chart shows, the bulk of the increase in such debt is from Japan, and more recently, the Euro area. Nearly 70% of yen-denominated and 40% of euro-

denominated debt trades at a sub-zero yield. As the ECB presses through with its easing options, the fraction of negative yielding debt in Europe is likely to grow.
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Negative Bond Yields

Fraction of debt trading at sub-zero yields, by region
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Now the Longest U.S. Economic Expansion on Record

But not the strongest…



China’s Threat to the U.S. – Trade Wars
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China Increasingly Dominant as an Export Market

Top Destinations of Exports for Selected Emerging Market Countries (2007 vs. 2017)
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▪ Increasing warning signs that the economic cycle is turning;

▪ Evidence that the U.S. is in the late stages of an economic expansion – but it can persist for longer;

▪ Trade wars increase the threat of a global slowdown;

▪ Geopolitical threats including conflict with Iran, Brexit and next year’s U.S. presidential election are just a

few of the political uncertainties that represent short-term risks to consumer, business and investor confidence;

▪ But in recent months, major central banks across the world have quickly turned dovish, with European and

Japanese central banks indicating that they will stimulate if required;

▪ Global inflation remains under control and corporate earnings remain decent;

▪ Low interest rates and accommodative central bank policies have been a key source of support for

rising stock prices in the past;

▪ The late stages of a cycle are often characterised by strong earnings growth & market returns driven

by leverage;

▪ Therefore a measured approach is required at the later stages of the cycle.

Global Outlook
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▪ Consensus view is that SA has 6 – 12 months to reclaim foreign investor confidence;

▪ Eskom remains a key risk to South Africa;

▪ Fundamentals remain challenging and risks remain (unemployment, land, policy, debt);

▪ We’ve experienced a decade of under potential growth;

▪ But valuations more attractive and SA is under-owned compared to other emerging markets;

▪ SA can’t afford political infighting any longer (Ace Magashule vs Cyril Ramaphosa);

Conclusions: There is a positive investment case for South African assets from a bottom-up perspective (bonds

and equities) but the catalyst required to realise this, needs to come from top-down factors including: political

reform & economic growth.

Local Outlook



MACRO VIEWS



Growth appears set to moderate in the second quarter from Q1’s strong outturn, which was flattered by inventories and net trade

effects that are likely to unwind in Q2. Nevertheless, private consumption should regain steam after a weak Q1 showing, thanks

largely to a rock-solid labor market which still shows healthy momentum despite a meek print in May. Low unemployment and robust

wage growth are buttressing retail sales and consumer confidence, which both posted strong readings in May. On the other hand,

business investment and manufacturing activity—which slowed in May according to ISM data—will likely be hit by the recent trade

war escalation. All eyes were on the G20 summit held on the 28-29 June, where Presidents Trump and Xi successfully met, agreeing

to resume bilateral talks.
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Trade wars or end of 

the cycle?

United States 

Equally Weighted Composite of U.S. Economic Macro Date

(2009 – Date)



Growth revived in the first quarter of the year, after slowing sharply in the second half of 2018. A solid domestic economy drove the

acceleration, with household spending picking up, boosted by a falling unemployment rate and wages growing at the fastest rate in a

decade. Meanwhile, exports growth slowed amid the turbulent external environment, although overall the external sector still

contributed modestly to growth. Incoming data for the second quarter suggests that growth remains broadly on pace, but with

diverging dynamics in the economy. The unemployment rate dropped to a fresh over decade-low in April, but data for the industrial

sector continued to disappoint with production contracting again in April. A tougher external environment is seen causing growth to

slow to a six-year low this year, weighing on exports and investment. Rising protectionism, slower global growth, renewed market

turmoil and Brexit plague the outlook.
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A weakening trend

Europe

Equally Weighted Composite of Euro Area Economic Macro Date

(2009 – Date)



Comprehensive GDP data for the first quarter confirmed that the relatively robust expansion was mostly propelled by a sharp decline

in imports of goods and services. Underlying domestic demand, meanwhile, appeared weak as reflected by lackluster private

consumption in Q1, raising concerns over Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s plans for household demand to drive economic growth.

Turning to the second quarter, consumer confidence tumbled to an over three-year low in May, which does not bode well for a

recovery in consumer spending and leaves Abe at a crossroad whether to move ahead with a controversial sales tax in October.

Japan’s economic prospects are quickly worsening as escalating trade tensions, especially between China and the United States,

could further erode global demand and, in turn, Japan’s all-important external sector.
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Similar picture to Europe

Japan

Equally Weighted Composite of Japanese Economic Macro Date

(2009 – Date)



The Chinese economy is quickly losing momentum amid the escalating trade war with the United States. Data from May revealed

that industrial production growth hit a 17-year low, while investment dynamics continued to deteriorate despite solid credit

growth. Although retail sales posted a noticeable improvement in the same month, this mostly reflected a seasonal distortion

related to the Labor Day holiday. Moreover, the takeover of Baoshang Bank by regulators on 24 May sparked concerns about the

health of China’s financial system, especially small lenders, and caused primary money rates to rise.
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China’s economy is slowing despite what 

officials are saying

China

Equally Weighted Composite of Chinese Economic Macro Date

(2009 – Date)



Rolling blackouts had the economy reeling at the outset of the year. Output fell sharply quarter-on-quarter in Q1 2019 as power

cuts, coined “load-shedding” by state-owned Eskom, leveled economic sentiment. Spending and investment each tumbled; the

former amid an uptick in unemployment, while the latter on deterred non-residential outlays. Exports, meanwhile, plummeted on

weaker motor vehicle sales—although analysts presumed it was a one-off. Second-quarter indicators have been less

downbeat, however. Manufacturing gains jumped in April and business confidence has been improving since slumping to a

seven-month low in March. Taken together with lower short-term inflation expectations, and a favourable election outcome, the

ailing economy looks set for a modest rebound through midyear.
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Early signs of a modest turnaround?

South Africa

Equally Weighted Composite of South African Economic Macro Date

(2009 – Date)



MARKET RISKS



Market Risks

Risk Rating

1 2 3 4 5

Trade wars & protectionism 4

UK Prime Minister & Brexit 3

Global Recession Fears 2

Geopolitical threats 3

Eskom 4

ANC internal politics 3

Instability of Chinese economy 2

Trump Policy Uncertainties 3



Global Asset 

Allocation

Expected 

Return 

(local)

Q3 

2019

Q2 

2019
Comments

Offshore Equity 5% N N

Economic data suggests a slowing (but still stable) global economy with the U.S. in a late-cycle environment. In Europe, weak 

economic momentum is a risk to earnings growth whilst Japanese company valuations are attractive and are further supported by

central bank intervention. Quality stocks are therefore preferred over momentum stocks in developed markets at the moment. Within 

EM, economic reforms and stimulus look to provide support to EM companies. Growth stocks are likely to perform well in EM.

Offshore Property 5% N N

More accommodative stances from DM central banks are to provide a tailwind for developed market property stocks. Real estate 

also tends to perform well in the late stages of an economic cycle where occupancy rates and economic activity are strong. An

accelerated slowdown in developed economies growth a risk to the sector.

Offshore Fixed Income 1% - 4% N

Caution required on U.S. Treasury valuations, but still see bonds as important portfolio diversifiers. We prefer shorter-dated and 

inflation-linked bonds given the recent rally in longer-dated durations. We prefer an up-in-quality credit stance for corporate bonds –

this should be further supported by recent dovish communication from major central banks in recent months.

Offshore Cash 1.5% N N Short maturity bonds and cash preferred over long duration bonds at current risk-reward levels.

OFFSHORE MARKETS

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight

OverweightNeutral

N



LOCAL MARKETS

SA Asset Classes
Expected 

Return (ZAR)

Q3 

2019

Q2 

2019
Comments

SA Equity 10%
The SA Inc. theme needs to be measured against selective Rand Hedge opportunities. Overall, local equity 

valuations are attractive but require economic growth to unlock this value. 

SA Fixed Income 9.5%

SA government bonds are still offering a real yield of >350bps which can't be ignored if the carry trade remains 

relevant for SA Bonds. Risk of a credit ratings downgrades are also off the table for now making SA government 

bonds attractive. However, given their 2Q19 run, we have moved to ‘marginally over-weight’.

SA Cash 6.5% Bonds preferred over cash on a risk-adjusted basis.

SA Listed Property 11.5% N

SA Property looking the cheapest it has since 1999. Weak SA economy not yet supportive but this needs to be 

weighed up against attractive asset prices. Expectations of interest rate cuts to provide welcomed relief to the 

sector.

Preference Shares 9% N N
Attractive yield plus capital appreciation (grandfathering) provides potential upside. Recent performance has 

however diminished some of this yield.

$/R (+ for ZAR strength) R12.50 - R14.50 The Fed interest rate path and U.S.-China Trade deal negotiations remain the two key battles for the ZAR. 

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight

OverweightNeutral

N



SECTORAL POSITIONING

Sectoral Positioning
Expected 

Return (ZAR)

Q3 

2019

Q2 

2019
Comments

Resources 11%

Late cycle global growth supportive of resource prices (and resource companies).  A weakening trade-weighted 

dollar from 2018 highs and a U.S.-China trade deal will offer further support against the threat of an accelerated 

decline in global growth (or recession). 

Financials 7% N N

Our expectation is that the first ‘leg’ of the South African recovery will be business-led (not consumer-led), 

therefore banks are favoured from a top-down perspective. However, fundamentals on the ‘ground’ remain 

challenging, with bottom-up company guidance reflecting this. Banks have also performed well post elections; 

therefore we remain neutral on the sector.

Industrials 11%

The ‘SA Inc.’ segment of the industrial sector remains well priced from a valuation perspective, however the macro 

environment in SA remains challenging. This needs to be weighed up against the higher quality defensive 

characteristics of ‘rand hedge’ stocks which are less favourabley priced. Stock specific opportunities exist. 

Underweight Moderately

overweight

Moderately

underweight

OverweightNeutral

N
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DISCLAIMER: Hewett Wealth (Proprietary) Limited is a licensed Financial Services Provider (“FSP”) in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act, 37 of 2002 (“FAIS Act”),

with FSP number 46645, regulated by the Financial Services Board.

This document and any other information supplied in connection with the financial product (“product”) is not “advice” as defined and/or contemplated in terms of the FAIS Act and investors

are encouraged to obtain their own independent advice prior to investing in the product. Any investment is speculative and involves significant risks and therefore, prior to investing, investors

should fully understand the product and any risks associated with the product.

Investments in securities are generally medium to long term investments. The value of the product may go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily a guide to the future.

Hewett Wealth (Proprietary) Limited and its affiliates disclaims and assumes no liability for any loss or damage (direct, indirect or consequential) that may be suffered from using or relying on

the information contained herein.


